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Mark, F. C., C. Bock, and H. O. Pörtner. Oxygen lim-
ited thermal tolerance in Antarctic fish investigated by MRI
and 31P-MRS. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 283:
R1254–R1262, 2002. First published August 8, 2002;
10.1152/ajpregu.00167.2002.—The hypothesis of an oxygen-
limited thermal tolerance was tested in the Antarctic teleost
Pachycara brachycephalum. With the use of flow-through
respirometry, in vivo 31P-NMR spectroscopy, and MRI, we
studied energy metabolism, intracellular pH (pHi), blood
flow, and oxygenation between 0 and 13°C under normoxia
(PO2: 20.3 to 21.3 kPa) and hyperoxia (PO2: 45 kPa). Hyper-
oxia reduced the metabolic increment and the rise in arterial
blood flow observed under normoxia. The normoxic increase
of blood flow leveled off beyond 7°C, indicating a cardiovas-
cular capacity limitation. Ventilatory effort displayed an ex-
ponential rise in both groups. In the liver, blood oxygenation
increased, whereas in white muscle it remained unaltered
(normoxia) or declined (hyperoxia). In both groups, the slope
of pHi changes followed the alpha-stat pattern below 6°C,
whereas it decreased above. In conclusion, aerobic scope
declines around 6°C under normoxia, marking the pejus
temperature. By reducing circulatory costs, hyperoxia im-
proves aerobic scope but is unable to shift the breakpoint in
pH regulation or lethal limits. Hyperoxia appears beneficial
at sublethal temperatures, but no longer beyond when cellu-
lar or molecular functions become disturbed.

aerobic scope; heat stress; thermal tolerance limits; magnetic
resonance imaging; magnetic resonance spectroscopy

FISH AND INVERTEBRATES endemic to the Antarctic Ocean
live in a physically very stable and well-defined envi-
ronment. Very low temperatures between �1.9 and
�1°C and excellent oxygen availability at low meta-
bolic rates have led to physiological features that re-
flect adaptation to the permanent cold. To reduce blood
viscosity, most Antarctic fish hold only low numbers (7)
or are completely devoid [Channichthyidae (6)] of red
blood cells. High levels of lipid and mitochondrial num-
bers result in improved oxygen diffusion and shorter
cytosolic diffusion distances (42, 43). As a consequence
of the high degree of cold temperature specialization,
Antarctic fish are greatly restricted in their biogeo-
graphic distribution and are strongly confined to their
environment, indicated by a low tolerance to heat (44).

Stenothermality therefore appears to be the direct con-
sequence of being highly adapted to the extreme envi-
ronmental conditions of the Southern Ocean (34). How-
ever, the physiological mechanisms limiting thermal
tolerance are still under dispute and several models of
temperature tolerance have been introduced (47, 52).

On the basis of Shelford’s law of tolerance (41), the
recent work of Zielinski and Pörtner (57), Sommer et
al. (45), van Dijk et al. (50), and Frederich and Pörtner
(11) led to the concept of an oxygen-limited thermal
tolerance. As most clearly visible in the spider crab
Maja squinado (11), limits of thermal tolerance during
both heating and cooling are indicated by a set of low
and high pejus temperatures (Tp). Tps denote the be-
ginning of decreased oxygen supply to an organism
resulting in a drop in its aerobic scope and hence a
reduction of scopes for activity, and possibly for growth
and reproduction. In the pejus range between Tp and
the critical temperature Tc, animals still can survive,
but only under the above mentioned restrictions until
Tc is reached, characterized by the onset of anaerobic
metabolism (for review, see Ref. 29). In ecological
terms, Tp is therefore of great importance, as it may be
found close to the temperature limits of biogeographi-
cal distribution.

It is hence conceivable that thermal tolerance limits
relate to the loss of balance between O2 demand and
supply. On the warm side, for instance, high mitochon-
drial densities as found in Antarctic species may result
in greater energy losses due to proton leak (15, 33, 34),
which, with rising temperature, would soon lead to a
situation in which oxygen demand surpassed oxygen
availability. Limited oxygen availability to tissues
might be the first manifestation of thermal intolerance
and lead to lower optimum temperatures (35) before
heat-induced damage at lower levels of complexity, i.e.,
organ or cellular functions, contributes to heat death of
an animal (29, 30).

As a contribution to an understanding of the physi-
ological basis of temperature-dependent biogeography
in the light of global warming, we tested the hypothesis
that oxygen limitation is the first line in a hierarchy of
thermal tolerance limits in Antarctic fish (29). The key
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question is whether additional oxygen has a significant
impact on thermal tolerance and how such an effect
may become visible. In the context of earlier findings of
Tcs in temperate and Antarctic zoarcids, Zoarces
viviparus and Pachycara brachycephalum (50), we
chose the Antarctic eelpout Pachycara brachyceph-
alum as an experimental animal. Members of the fish
family Zoarcidae are cosmopolitan and thus constitute
good model organisms for a comparison of Antarctic
fish to closely related species from temperate waters.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals. Antarctic eelpouts (Pachycara brachycephalum)
were caught in March 2000 near Deception Island (Antarc-
tica) using baited traps at a depth of 475 m. Water temper-
ature was 0.4°C at a salinity of 34.5‰. Fish were 24–30 cm
in size and weighed 36–74 g. Until the start of the experi-
ments in June 2000, the fish were kept in aquaria onboard
RV Polarstern and at the Alfred Wegener Institute (Bremer-
haven) at ambient temperatures of 0 � 0.5°C and a salinity
of 32.5‰. Fish were fed fresh shrimp ad libitum fortnightly
and starved 8 days before experimentation to ensure that
standard metabolic rate (SMR) was measured. Experiments
were carried out between June and November 2000.

Experimental protocol. Experiments were conducted using
a 4.7-T magnet with a 40-cm horizontal wide bore and ac-
tively shielded gradient coils (Bruker Biospec 47/40 DBX
System). Inside the magnet, nonanesthetized animals were
placed in a cylindrical flow-through Perspex chamber (Riet-
zel) of �300 ml vol (15-cm long, 7-cm wide, and 6 cm in
height), in which they could move without restraint (Fig. 1).
The fish remained inside the magnet throughout the whole
experiment (for up to 9 days). A 5 cm 1H-31P-13C surface coil,
directly placed under the animal chamber, was used for
excitation and signal reception. To monitor temperature and
oxygen concentration of in- and outflowing water, fluoroptic
temperature (Polytec) and oxygen sensors (Comte) were in-
stalled directly upstream and downstream of the animal
chamber inside the magnet. Seawater was supplied to the

chamber hydrostatically out of a 50-liter reservoir, the tem-
perature of which could be controlled to �0.1°C by means of
cryostats (Lauda). Water flow could be controlled to �1 ml
between 2 and 500 ml/min. PO2 in the reservoir was adjusted
by a gas-mixing pump (Wösthoff).

Two experimental series were carried out, one under nor-
moxia (PO2: 20.3–21.3 kPa) and one under hyperoxia (PO2: 45
kPa). Temperature in both series was increased between 0
and 15°C by 1°C/12 h. Before experimentation, fish were left
inside the experimental setup for at least 24 h to recover from
handling stress, as evidenced from control 31P-NMR spectra.
Respiration measurements were carried out during a 3-h
period before each increase in temperature. Here, the water
flow through the animal chamber was reduced from 300 to 3
ml/min (depending on animal size and temperature), such
that the animals depleted oxygen concentrations by 10–15%.
Experiments under normoxia and hyperoxia were carried out
alternately to smooth out potential effects of aquarium cap-
tivity on oxygen consumption (MO2) (39). In vivo 31P-NMR
spectra [sweep width: 5,000 Hz; flip angle: 45° (pulse shape:
bp 32; pulse length 100 �s); repetition time (TR): 1.0 s; 600
scans; duration: 10 min; size: 4 kilobytes] were acquired
continuously throughout the whole experiment to measure
pHi and its changes represented by the position of the signal
of Pi, relative to phosphocreatine (PCr) as an internal stan-
dard. The spectra were corrected for temperature and intra-
cellular ion concentrations of marine organisms according to
Ref. 4.

Alternating with spectroscopy, a flow-weighted MR imag-
ing method (Fig. 1) was applied to examine blood flow in the
Aorta dorsalis [similar to Ref. 3, using the following param-
eters: matrix, 128 � 128; field of view, 4 � 4 cm; 5 slices at 2
mm each; sweep width, 50,000 Hz; flip angle, 45° (using a
hermite pulse of 2,000 �s); TR, 100 ms; echo time (TE), 10 ms;
acquisition time, 1 min; 2 averages]. In the images obtained,
blood vessels were picked manually and changes in the ratio
of signal intensity over noise intensity were used to deter-
mine relative changes in blood flow. To correct for movements
of the fish inside the chamber, the position of the animal in
relation to the excitation profile of the surface coil was taken

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a specimen of
P. brachycephalum inside the experi-
mental chamber (adapted from Ref. 4).
Left: a typical flow-weighted MR image
is depicted, its orientation indicated by
the line (S-S�) crossing the animal’s
trunk region (1, aorta dorsalis; 2, vena
cava posterior; 3, stomach; 4, dorsal
muscle; 5, spine; 6, tail). Right: a T2*
weighted MR image [blood oxygen-
ation level dependent (BOLD)] of the
same anatomic position (1, dorsal
white muscle; 2, spine; 3, blood vessels;
4, stomach; 5, liver; 6, tail).
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into account. For better comparability of the data obtained
from different fish, baseline corrections were applied to indi-
vidual data. Signal intensities of regions of interest (ROI) in
the fish were put in proportion to those of ROIs of the same
position in a blank image.

To monitor oxygen supply to white muscle and liver, we
applied a T2* weighted gradient echo MR sequence for blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast MRI (27) [ma-
trix, 128 � 128; field of view, 4 � 4 cm; 5 slices at 2 mm each;
sweep width, 50,000 Hz; flip angle, 11° (pulse shape, sinc3;
pulse length 2,000 �s); TR, 100 s; TE, 40 ms; acquisition
time, 4 min; 4 repetitions; 2 averages]. In this method, the
different magnetic properties of oxyhemoglobin (which is
diamagnetic) and deoxyhemoglobin (paramagnetic) are used
to account for changes within the ratio of oxy:deoxyhemoglo-
bin and thus overall blood oxygenation level (Fig. 1).

In addition to the NMR experiments, a parallel experimen-
tal series was run with five animals kept in a 50-liter tank
under normoxic and hyperoxic conditions, respectively. Tem-
perature treatment was identical to the one described above.
Respiration frequency was counted at each temperature and
animals were filmed using a VHS video system for later
analysis of the gill opercular width, carried out using the
public domain NIH Image program (available at http://rsb.
info.nih.gov/nih-image/). The product of ventilatory fre-
quency and amplitude (i.e., opercular width) delivered a
qualitative proxy for ventilatory effort.

Statistics. Data were examined for significant differences
between normoxic and hyperoxic experimental series by a
one-factorial analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and a post
hoc Student-Newman-Keuls test (Super ANOVA, Abacus
Concepts); the level of significance was P � 0.05. Within each
experimental series, specific segments were compared by a
paired sample contrasts analysis (Super ANOVA). Slopes
were compared with one another using an f-test. Again, a P �
0.05 was considered significant. Regressions and squared
correlation coefficients were calculated using Sigma Plot
2000 (SPSS). All values are presented as means � SE.

RESULTS

As evidenced from control 31P-NMR spectra, han-
dling stress elicited by the introduction of the fish into
the setup resulted in a slight reduction of PCr/Pi ratios
from which the fish recuperated within 1–2 h. For the
remaining time of the control period and throughout
the whole of the experiment, there was no detectable
change in the levels of high-energy phosphates (data
not shown), which is commonly accepted as a sign of
animal well being (4, 26). As could be seen from MR
imaging, fish remained calm and only rarely moved
inside the animal containers (data not shown), similar
to the behavior the fish show in our aquariums, where
they tend to hide in narrow plastic tubes.

MO2 under control conditions (normoxia, 0–1°C)
equivalent to standard metabolic rate (SMR) was in
accordance with published data for Antarctic eelpouts
(50, 53, 55) and did not differ significantly from hyper-
oxic control MO2. With rising temperature, MO2 of
Pachycara brachycephalum followed a typical expo-
nential function under normoxia (Fig. 2B). However,
exposure to hyperoxia and warmer temperatures re-
sulted in a more linear increase in MO2, reflecting a
strong reduction of the exponential increment observed
under normoxic conditions. The two patterns of MO2

differed significantly above 8°C, from where the need
for oxygen under normoxia increasingly exceeded the
level of MO2 under hyperoxia. The Q10 between 2 and
12°C was 3.40 � 0.55 and 2.63 � 0.48 for normoxia and
hyperoxia, respectively (means � SE).

These findings were also reflected in the blood flow
through the main dorsal blood vessel (Aorta dorsalis) of
the fish (Fig. 2C). Although blood flow generally
seemed to increase with rising temperature under both
normoxic and hyperoxic conditions, it was only under
normoxia that it rose steadily up to 6°C and reached
levels significantly higher than under control condi-
tions (as indicated by the asterisks in Fig. 2C). During
warming above 7°C, no further increase in blood flow
occurred. In contrast, blood flow under hyperoxia did
not increase significantly, but remained fairly constant
regardless of the temperature applied.

In both groups, the increase in ventilatory frequency
was virtually identical over the range of temperatures,
with a tendency toward a slightly lesser increment
above 8°C under hyperoxia (data not shown). The same
observation holds for ventilatory amplitude above 5°C.
Below 5°C, opercular movement was too feeble under
hyperoxia to be accurately measured (�1 mm), result-
ing in a significant difference between hyperoxia and
normoxia below 5°C (data not shown). Ventilatory ef-
fort (Fig. 2A) hence showed an exponential incline with
rising temperature slightly lower under hyperoxia
(with a statistically significant difference in relation to
normoxia only for 3 and 4°C, however).

BOLD contrast in white muscle (Fig. 3A), depicting
blood oxygenation levels, did not change significantly
with increasing temperature under normoxia, al-
though there was a slight trend of decreasing oxygen-
ation at higher temperatures. In the hyperoxic series,
BOLD contrast showed a pronounced decrease be-
tween 5 and 6°C, with tissue oxygenation levels being
significantly lower between 6 and 13°C than between 0
and 5°C. In the liver, however, tissue oxygenation
levels displayed a nonsignificant trend to increase with
temperature in both experimental series. This trend
was somewhat more pronounced under hyperoxia
(Fig. 3B).

White muscle pHi under normoxia at 0°C was 7.41 �
0.02, whereas pHi values in the hyperoxic group were
somewhat higher at low temperatures (Fig. 4). We did
not observe significant differences in temperature-de-
pendent pHi changes between hyperoxia and nor-
moxia. In both groups, pHi regulation followed a pat-
tern close to the one predicted by the alpha-stat
hypothesis, however, only below 6°C. Whereas the hy-
pothesis predicts that rising temperature should cause
an acidification of �0.017 pH units/°C (36, 37), we
found a slope of 	pH/°C of �0.012 units (R2 0.89) under
normoxia and �0.015 units/°C (R2 0.98) under hyper-
oxia, respectively. Above 6°C, pH regulation followed a
significantly different pattern with a 	pH of �0.004
units/°C (R2 0.51) for the normoxic and �0.007 units/°C
(R2 0.75) for the hyperoxic series. In general, the de-
crease of pHi with rising temperature appeared slightly
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larger under hyperoxia than under normoxia; however,
the differences in slope were not significant.

All fish died around 13°C, independent of the oxygen
concentration. There was no obvious difference be-
tween hyperoxia and normoxia, possibly also due to the
greater influence of interindividual variability on ther-
mal tolerance compared with oxygen concentration.
Shortly before death (�30 min), there was a pro-
nounced drop in white muscle pHi. This was consis-
tently observed in all the animals included in the
study.

DISCUSSION

Oxygen and the cardiovascular and ventilatory sys-
tems. Fanta et al. (10) showed that ventilation frequen-
cies of Antarctic fish (Notothenia sp., Trematomus sp.)
decrease under hyperoxia, an effect that has been re-
ported for various marine and freshwater fish species
(2, 14). This stands in opposition to our observations in
Pachycara brachycephalum, where ventilation fre-
quency did not differ between normoxia and hyperoxia.
Instead, ventilation amplitude was reduced under hy-
peroxia, although significantly only at slightly elevated
habitat temperatures between 3 and 4°C. Even though
ventilation frequency might be lowered in some species
and the PO2 difference between blood and water rises,
it is commonly found that arterial PO2 rises in propor-
tion to the PO2 of the medium under hyperoxia due to
increased oxygen availability (46, 48, 56). O2 can pas-
sively enter the blood via the gills and the skin; even
under normoxia, up to 35% of the total amount of
oxygen consumed at rest in the Antarctic eelpout Rhig-
ophila dearborni can be attributed to cutaneous uptake
(53). Hyperoxia thus alleviates the workload required
for sufficient oxygen supply to tissues and at the same
time increases the scope for active oxygen uptake and,
in consequence, aerobic scope.

Because oxygen solubility is elevated at low temper-
atures, icefish (Channichthyidae) resort to O2 trans-
port in solely physical solution and can afford to aban-
don the use of respiratory pigments like hemoglobin
(6). Sluggish benthic zoarcids and nototheniids that
still rely on hemoglobin only do so at very low hemat-
ocrit levels between 10 and 18% [P. brachycephalum:
13%, personal observation; R. dearborni: 10.5 � 3.0%
(53); Nototheniids: 10–18% (7)], thus reducing blood
viscosity, which again lowers the costs of blood circu-
lation. At low temperatures, physically dissolved oxy-
gen can constitute up to 30% of the total amount of
blood oxygen and much of the improved O2 supply

Fig. 2. Ventilatory effort (A), oxygen consumption (B; MO2), and
arterial blood flow in the Aorta dorsalis (C) of P. brachycephalum
under normoxia and hyperoxia with rising temperature. A: ventila-
tory effort as the product of ventilatory frequency and amplitude.
Effort increased exponentially with rising temperature in both
groups. As indicated by the horizontal line, it was significantly lower
under hyperoxia between 3 and 4°C (n 
 4 or 5). Normoxia: f 

(�6.94 � 7.64)�(11.69 � 4.68) �exp(0.18 � 0.03 �x); R2 
 0.98. Hy-
peroxia: f 
 (�7.40 � 5.89)�(8.29 � 3.09) �exp(0.20 � 0.03 �x); R2 

0.99. B: as indicated by the horizontal line, MO2 above 8°C was
significantly different between normoxia and hyperoxia. Under nor-
moxia, MO2 showed a large exponential increment, which could not
be detected under hyperoxia (n 
 3–7 for the normoxic and n 
 3–6
for the hyperoxic series, unless indicated otherwise). Normoxia: f 

(0.80 � 0.13) �exp(0.08 � 0.04 �x)� (0.0002 � 0.0014) �exp(0.74 �
0.48 �x); R2 
 0.96. Hyperoxia: f 
 0.47�(0.13 �x); R2 
 0.99. C:
arterial blood flow, as derived from flow-weighted MR images. Under
normoxia, blood flow increased during warming to 7°C, and it re-
mained constant and significantly elevated above that temperature-
(depicted by *). Blood flow under hyperoxia remained fairly constant.
The black line indicates the temperature area between 8 and 13°C, in
which blood flow differed significantly between both experimental
series (n 
 3–6 for the normoxic and n 
 4–6 for the hyperoxic series,
unless indicated otherwise). Line fits indicate an overall trend within
the data sets.
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under hyperoxia occurs by enhancing the levels of
physically dissolved oxygen.

Good oxygen availability and a stable, cold-steno-
thermal environment support low energy turnover life-
styles in Antarctic fish, not least via the reduction of
the energy cost of cardiovascular and ventilatory work.
If the capacity of ventilation and circulation is adjusted
accordingly low, these fish become stenothermal,
meaning that a temperature-induced rise in metabolic
oxygen requirements cannot adequately be met by ox-
ygen delivery through ventilation and the cardiovascu-
lar system. A decline in aerobic scope would therefore
be the first consequence of thermal stress elicited by
environmental warming.

Extending from earlier considerations by Jones (19),
a decline in whole animal aerobic scope likely marks

the temperature at which oxygen delivery capacities
fall back behind the rising energy demand of cardio-
vascular and other aerobic tissues such as liver. Ven-
tilatory and circulatory organs might therefore be
among the first to be affected by progressive oxygen
limitations, which in consequence lead to a vicious
circle of an ever-increasing oxygen deficiency (11).
While ventilation and blood circulation are sped up to
augment oxygen supply, ventilatory and especially cir-
culatory musculature consume most of the delivered
oxygen themselves, and thus only exacerbate the defi-
cit by further increasing MO2. Evidently, the cost of
circulation explains much of the exponential rise in
MO2 observed under normoxia (Figs. 2 and 3), which is
frequently found in fish respiration experiments (1, 50,
55). This is indirectly supported by observations by van
Ginneken et al. (51), who found MO2 to increase under
hypoxia in tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus). Start-
ing from a fractional cost of 30% of SMR for ventilation
and circulation in a resting fish (18), an increasing part
of the SMR will have to be accredited to ventilation and
especially circulation at high temperatures and
thereby contribute to the loss in aerobic scope.

The increase and subsequent plateau in blood flow
with rising temperature under normoxia indicate a
cardiovascular capacity limitation above 7°C, resulting
in a mismatch in oxygen delivery and demand. This
leads to a drop in aerobic scope, suggesting the 7°C
threshold to be a Tp (11), when blood flow becomes
limited by the insufficient capacity of the heart to
overcome frictional resistance within the vascular sys-
tem. As under this situation of rising thermal stress
fish cannot further upregulate hemoglobin oxygenation

Fig. 4. White muscle intracellular pH (pHi) values derived from in
vivo 31P-NMR spectra of the Antarctic eelpout P. brachycephalum.
At temperatures below 6°C, pHi regulation in normoxic and hyper-
oxic animals followed an alpha-stat pattern with a 	pH of �0.012
units/°C (R2 
 0.89) for the normoxic and �0.015 units/°C (R2 
 0.98)
for the hyperoxic experimental series, respectively. Beyond 6°C, 	pH
was �0.004 units/°C (R2 
 0,51) for the normoxic and �0.007
units/°C (R2 
 0.75) for the hyperoxic series, indicating a different
pattern of pH regulation. In both cases, the increment of the function
below 6°C was significantly different from the slope above 6°C (n 

5–7 for the normoxic and n 
 4 or 5 for the hyperoxic series, unless
indicated otherwise).

Fig. 3. White muscle (A) and liver (B) tissue oxygenation under
normoxia and hyperoxia with rising temperature, as derived from
BOLD contrast of T2* weighted MR images. A: under normoxia,
white muscle tissue oxygenation levels remained constant with ris-
ing temperature, whereas in the hyperoxic series oxygenation levels
between 6 and 13°C were significantly lower than below 6°C (*) (n 

2 or 3 for the normoxic and n 
 2–5 for the hyperoxic series). Line fits
indicate an overall trend within the data sets. B: in both experimen-
tal series there was a trend in liver tissue oxygenation levels to
increase with rising temperature. This trend appeared to be more
pronounced under hyperoxia, although individual oscillations were
large (n 
 2 for the normoxic and n 
 3–5 for the hyperoxic series,
unless indicated otherwise). Normoxia: f 
 0.81� 0.09 �x; R2 
 0.32.
Hyperoxia: f 
 0.85� 0.13 �x; R2 
 0.52.
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or blood PO2 levels, oxygen extraction (i.e., 	PO2 be-
tween arterial and venous PO2s) is increased to meet
the rising requirements for oxygen. Venous PO2 drops,
reflecting a worsening of oxygen supply to the heart in
fish, as pointed out by Pörtner et al. (31) for the cod,
Gadus morhua. Finally, a Tc is reached, which by
definition (57) marks the onset of anaerobic metabo-
lism and complete loss of aerobic scope (see Ref. 29).
Our data set, however, which focused on an evaluation
of Tps, is not suitable to identify a distinct Tc. Van Dijk
et al. (50) chose succinate in liver tissue as a reliable
indicator of Tc in their experiments on P. brachyceph-
alum, which were carried out onboard RV Polarstern
shortly after animal capture. The authors found Tc to
be situated around 9°C, which was the same tempera-
ture at which MO2 was maximal. At this temperature,
the animals lost balance and died. In our study, these
processes likely occurred �13°C. This indicates that
stress levels in the animals might have been higher in
van Dijk’s experiments than in ours, owing to the
nature of experimental conditions onboard the re-
search vessel.

The data obtained under hyperoxia indicate that
additional oxygen can lower cardiovascular costs and
thereby overall MO2. This perception is strongly sup-
ported by the blood flow data (Fig. 2, B and C). While
under normoxia, blood flow gradually increased until it
reached a steady level above 7°C; it remained fairly
constant under hyperoxia after a small increment be-
tween 1 and 4°C. In consequence, circulation did not
breach the line above which it became counterproduc-
tive, i.e., consuming more oxygen than it could deliver.
It can therefore be expected that under hyperoxia, MO2
would display a more prolonged exponential phase and
should support survival at higher temperatures than
under normoxia. These findings are in accordance with
a suggested hierarchy of thermal tolerance, where re-
duction in aerobic scope is the “first line of sensitivity”
affected by thermal stress, giving way to the next set of
limiting factors (29, 30). These factors are thus far
unexplained in the eelpout but lead to death at �13°C.
Reduced O2 demand and blood flow under hyperoxia at
elevated temperatures suggest an enhanced functional
reserve to the animal. This reflects an enhanced aero-
bic scope or upward shift in Tp, which must be consid-
ered significant. Yet a beneficial effect of O2 on Tc is not
clear, likely because Tc and, furthermore, molecular
limits, coincide.

Tissue oxygenation. For further support of the above
conclusions we monitored tissue oxygenation changes
in white muscle and liver by applying BOLD imaging.
However, various physiological and physical effects
can differentially influence BOLD contrast. Only with
adequate consideration of these effects will interpreta-
tion of these data become possible. Physiologically,
BOLD contrast reflects the ratio of oxy- and deoxy-
hemoglobin, which depends on PO2 and temperature,
as well as Bohr and Root effects. The latter can be
excluded in sedentary and benthic Antarctic fish (54),
whereas the former would contribute to a drop in
BOLD contrast during a potential heat-induced extra-

cellular acidosis. This appears unlikely to explain the
drop in BOLD contrast during hyperoxia compared
with normoxia, as such a metabolic acidosis would be
more severe during normoxia. A change in hematocrit
can influence signal baseline as well (24) and evoke a
rise in BOLD contrast regardless of the tissue, in line
with a rise in hemoglobin-borne oxygen. Antarctic no-
tothenioid teleosts are theoretically able to enhance
hematocrit via release of sequestered erythrocytes
from the spleen (9); it is unknown whether this occurs
in zoarcids. Again, this predicted pattern contradicts
the drop in BOLD contrast observed in white muscle,
especially during hyperoxia vs. normoxia and thus
appears unlikely. Finally, tissue perfusion rates are
positively correlated with BOLD contrast (21) and the
ratio of metabolic rate over blood flow (MRO2/BF) is
negatively correlated to R2* (1/T2*), as recently shown
for brain by Hyder et al. (17). Thus a rise in tissue
perfusion would lead to a rise in BOLD contrast, sim-
ilar to a rise in hemoglobin oxygenation. On the phys-
ical side, in relying on T2* weighted MR imaging,
BOLD contrast is strongly influenced by T2, local inho-
mogeneities of the magnetic field (22), dissolved molec-
ular oxygen (20, 28), and other paramagnetic ions and
molecules, all of which elicit a decrease in BOLD con-
trast. Especially liver tissue is known for its low T1 and
T2 values due to its dense matrix and high concentra-
tions of paramagnetic ions (25), and BOLD contrast
changes may thus appear more pronounced in this
tissue compared with other tissues with the same
change in oxygenation.

Nonetheless, Lebon et al. (23) and Semple et al. (40)
have shown for both human muscle and liver tissue
that changes in T2* weighted MR images can be attrib-
uted to changes in blood oxygenation levels. Overall,
application of BOLD contrast techniques should con-
stitute a helpful in vivo tool to at least qualify if not
quantify tissue oxygenation changes.

In the present study, field homogeneity was good
(Fig. 1) and no differences between BOLD contrast
under normoxia and hyperoxia were observed at con-
trol temperatures. Environmental hyperoxia is hence
not likely to directly influence tissue oxygenation lev-
els, as a consequence of reduced blood flow and venti-
lation rate (18). Despite increased O2 demand during
normoxic warming, blood oxygen levels in muscle tis-
sue (Fig. 3A) remained constant throughout the exper-
iments. Maintenance of aerobic scope at increased
SMR would require a rise in blood PO2 to maintain the
balance between demand and supply. A moderate drop
in PO2 may in fact occur, concealed by the maintenance
of T2*, owing to the flow dependence of BOLD contrast.
As a corollary, the maintenance or fall of blood PO2 in
the light of increased organismic and cellular oxygen
demand and blood flow indicates less aerobic flexibility.

Interestingly, we found a significant decline in mus-
cle oxygenation above 5°C under hyperoxia, starting
from O2 levels similar to those under normoxia. The
reduction in blood oxygenation evidently was not com-
pensated for by an increase in blood flow. Even if a
significant effect of blood flow on BOLD contrast oc-
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curs, these interpretations hold. The lower levels of
blood flow under hyperoxia (Fig. 2C) likely cause the
decrease in blood oxygenation in the muscle tissue and
reflect the lower whole animal O2 demand.

When measuring white muscle tissue PO2 invasively
with microelectrodes, Fanta et al. (10) found decreas-
ing muscle oxygenation under hyperoxia in one noto-
thenioid species. However, even within the same ge-
nus, this was not a general response to elevated oxygen
levels. It thus needs to be emphasized that blood oxy-
genation in white muscle, which is metabolically rela-
tively inactive at rest, does not reflect oxygen supply to
central aerobic organs such as the liver. Here (Fig. 3B)
we found that tissue oxygenation was inclined to in-
crease with rising temperature, a trend slightly more
prominent under hyperoxia than under normoxia. It is
conceivable that visceral blood oxygenation levels in-
crease during warming to meet rising metabolic oxygen
demands (8), this possibly being a trade-off at the
expense of reduced blood supply to the less active
muscular tissue (18). At unchanged levels of blood flow,
this scheme might be more pronounced under hyper-
oxia. Moreover, as a consequence of the relatively low
signal intensity in liver tissue (see above), any changes
in BOLD contrast will appear more dramatic than, for
instance, in muscle tissue. In conclusion, our data
imply that oxygenation levels can be increased or re-
main unchanged in more vital organs such as liver
when oxygen supply to muscle is reduced.

pHi regulation. Initial values of white muscle pHi
under normoxia at 0°C (7.41 � 0.02) were very similar
to the 7.43 � 0.06 obtained by Van Dijk et al. (50) using
the homogenate method (32) and to the values found by
Bock et al. (4) by NMR measurements in the same
species at the same temperature. Hyperoxia-induced
reduction of ventilatory effort at low ambient temper-
atures can evoke a respiratory acidosis, due to the
accumulation of CO2 in the blood (14). This can be
compensated for within 2–3 days by a subsequent
active uptake of HCO3

� via the gill HCO3
�/Cl� ex-

changer (5, 16). Resulting elevated bicarbonate levels
in the blood affect the mechanisms of pHi regulation,
again most likely HCO3

�/Cl� exchangers and HCO3
�/

Na� cotransporters (12), thereby explaining the higher
initial pHi values under hyperoxia.

Evidently, the decline in aerobic scope suggested to
occur beyond 5–6°C parallels a shift in the pattern of
temperature-dependent pHi regulation, indicated by
the distinct break around 5°C. The fact that this pat-
tern remains more or less unchanged under hyperoxia
leads to the conclusion that it matches the normoxic
pejus threshold but is not influenced by oxygen avail-
ability. A possible cause for this shift in pH regulation
might be in the thermal sensitivity of ion channels or a
change in the relationship between membrane perme-
ability and compensatory ion exchange. Thermal inac-
tivation of ion transport (e.g., Na�/H�, Cl�/HCO3

� ex-
changer, H�-ATPase) is very likely not yet involved,
owing to the steady-state nature of temperature-de-
pendent pHi values reached. The slightly steeper
slopes under hyperoxia may relate to the elevated

blood bicarbonate levels but do not significantly shift
the break temperature.

As pointed out by Sommer et al. (45), alpha-stat
regulation of pHi in a marine invertebrate was re-
stricted to a temperature window between the Tc lim-
its. The data obtained here for P. brachycephalum
indicate that already the normoxic Tp correlates with a
shift in pH regulation. This is also consistent with the
data provided by van Dijk et al. (50), who found a
deviation from alpha-stat pHi regulation between 3
and 6°C in P. brachycephalum but located Tc close to
9°C (see above). Overall, the parallel events in oxygen
metabolism and acid-base regulation confirm previous
applications of the symmorphosis concept (49) to the
limits of thermal tolerance, i.e., that the functional
properties and capacities of several physiological sys-
tems are set to be optimal between the highs and lows
of ambient temperatures and may thus show limita-
tions or changes at similar levels of ambient tempera-
tures (30; see Ref. 38 for endotherms).

In conclusion, under normoxia, a putative reduction
of the aerobic scope, which coincides with a break in pH
regulation around 5°C, can be made out between 6 and
7°C and is reflected in limited capacity of the circula-
tory system to enhance arterial blood flow. Our find-
ings suggest that improved oxygen availability dimin-
ishes the effects of thermal stress by reducing the
energy costs associated with oxygen distribution in the
organism. High ambient oxygen levels will also help
when oxygen demand is on the verge of exceeding
oxygen availability as it is set by the functional capac-
ity of the cardiocirculatory system. Although hyperoxia
likely improves aerobic scope during thermal stress
and may thereby widen the tolerance window delim-
ited by the Tps, the temperature dependence of pH
regulation remains largely unaffected, likely due to
fixed thermal properties of membranes or ion exchange
mechanisms. This indicates that once the oxygen lim-
itation of thermal tolerance has been alleviated, as
shown by the uniform pattern of arterial blood flow
under hyperoxia, further restrictive mechanisms at
cellular or molecular levels may become effective. In
general, our findings confirm that in vertebrates sev-
eral processes are responsible for setting thermal tol-
erance limits, all of which seem tightly intertwined.
Further work is necessary to elucidate the factors that
restrict temperature tolerance once oxygen limitation
is suspended; these may be located on a lower func-
tional, i.e., cellular level (30). Overall, the capacity of
Antarctic fish to adapt to climate-induced temperature
changes appears very small. Oxygen-limited windows
of thermal tolerance are narrow in this group and
reflect its high sensitivity to current and, possibly,
future scenarios of warming in Antarctic waters (13).
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